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To clarify the role of a number of mRNA processing factors
in transcription elongation, we developed an in vivo assay
for direct analysis of elongation on chromatin. The assay
relies on two substrates containing two G-less cassettes
separated by either a long and GC-rich or a short and GC-
poor DNA sequence (G-less-based run-on (GLRO) assay).
We demonstrate that PAF, THSC/TREX-2, SAGA, the exo-
some component Rrp6 and two subunits of cleavage factor
IA (Rna14 and Rna15) are required for efficient transcrip-
tion elongation, in contrast to some results obtained using
other assays. Next, we undertook a mutant screen and
found out that the Nup84 nucleoporin complex is also
required for transcription elongation, as confirmed by
the GLRO assay and RNA polymerase II chromatin immu-
noprecipitations. Therefore, in addition to showing that
the GLRO assay is a sensitive and reliable method for the
analysis of elongation in vivo, this study provides evidence
for a new role of the Nup84 complex and a number of
mRNA processing factors in transcription elongation that
supports a connection of pre-mRNA processing and nucle-
ar export with transcription elongation.
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Introduction
Eukaryotic RNA polymerase II (RNAPII)-mediated transcrip-
tion elongation is a dynamic and highly regulated stage of the
transcription cycle that is functionally linked to mRNA pro-
cessing, including capping, splicing, 30-end processing, sur-
veillance and export. The carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of
the RNAPII has a key role in this coupling, which is necessary
for the efficient formation of an export competent ribonu-
cleoparticle (mRNP) (Bentley, 2005; Luna et al, 2008; Selth
et al, 2010). During elongation, specific factors associate with
RNAPII modulating its catalytic activity to help it overcome
situations derived from transient pausing, arrest and termi-
nation. In addition, elongation through chromatin demands
nucleosome remodelling and/or histone modification via
functionally specialized factors (Li et al, 2007). In the last
few years, a number of factors acting at different levels in
mRNP biogenesis and export have been reported to impact on
transcription elongation. However, whether or not many
of these factors have an active role in elongation in vivo is
yet elusive.
Genetic and biochemical approaches, both in vivo and
in vitro, have been used to study transcription elongation.
In vitro there are at least two types of methods for the analysis
of transcription elongation. The first is based on purified RNA
polymerase engaging elongation directly on an oligonucleo-
tide with a dC-tail (Kadesch and Chamberlin, 1982). The
second one was set for the analysis of elongation in naked
DNA using yeast whole cell extracts (WCEs) and a plasmid
with two G-less cassettes (Rondon et al, 2003). Different
in vivo methods have been used to study transcription
elongation. In transcriptional run-on assays, the nascent
pre-mRNA is labelled with a pulse of radioactive UTP in
permeabilized cells. RNA is then analysed by hybridization to
immobilized strand-specific probes (Warner, 1991). Another
method extensively employed is chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation (ChIP) analyses of RNAPII distribution across a gene
(Mason and Struhl, 2005). None of these assays consider that
elongation might be differently affected depending on the
sequence, the GC:AT content or the length of the DNA
template, even though these features have been shown to
influence the efficiency of transcription elongation (Chavez
et al, 2000; Gallardo and Aguilera, 2001; Rondon et al, 2003,
2004). Conversely, although constructs based on open read-
ing frames (ORFs) with different length and GC content
placed under a GAL1 promoter have been used to infer
elongation efficiency by northern analysis (Chavez et al,
2001; Luna et al, 2005), they only provide a first but not
definitive answer as the results do not exclude a putative
impact of RNA stability.
Despite the availability of different in vivo assays, their
lack of specificity on transcription elongation yield results
that in some cases are unclear or different depending on the
assay employed. That is the case of the PAF and THSC
complexes. PAF is a five-subunit complex containing Paf1,
Cdc73, Ctr9, Rtf1 and Leo1, which seems to orchestrate
different mRNP biogenesis processes. It coordinates chroma-
tin modification during transcription elongation via interac-
tion with histone methylases and ubiquitinylases (Krogan
et al, 2003; Wood et al, 2003), and it is involved in the 30-end
formation of polyadenylated and non-polyadenylated RNAPII
transcripts (Penheiter et al, 2005; Sheldon et al, 2005). The
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role of PAF in transcription elongation was proposed on the
basis of its physical interaction with RNAPII, genetic and
physical interactions with factors such as Spt4–Spt5 and
Spt16–Pob3, and its recruitment to the ORF of transcribed
genes (Costa and Arndt, 2000; Krogan et al, 2002; Pokholok
et al, 2002; Squazzo et al, 2002). Mutations in the Paf1 and
Cdc73 subunits, but not in Rtf1 and Leo1, reduce the tran-
scription-elongation efficiency in vitro (Rondon et al, 2004).
However, loss of PAF components does not result in an
altered distribution of elongating RNAPII (Mueller et al,
2004; Mason and Struhl, 2005).
THSC, also termed TREX-2, is a conserved multifunctional
complex formed by Thp1, Sac3, Sus1 and Cdc31, which
works at the transcription–mRNA export interface as defined
in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. THSC is located at the
nuclear pore complex (NPC) and is required for mRNA export
and gene tethering (Fischer et al, 2002, 2004; Gallardo et al,
2003; Rodriguez-Navarro et al, 2004; Cabal et al, 2006).
Northern and ChIP analyses of long and GC-rich sequences
in THSC mutants point to a role in transcription elongation.
However, this has not been corroborated by the G-less in vitro
assay (Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008). As THSC is located at
the nuclear periphery, it is an open question whether the
effect of this complex on transcription is only relevant when
coupled to mRNA export, but not in cell extracts in which the
nuclear membrane is disrupted. Other factors with known
functions in transcription initiation or mRNA metabolism
recently shown to be involved in elongation are several
subunits of the SAGA complex, the Rrp6 component of the
nuclear exosome, and subunits of the mRNA 30-end proces-
sing complex cleavage factor IA (CFIA) (Luna et al, 2005;
Govind et al, 2007).
In order to clarify and ascertain the role of these factors in
transcription elongation, we developed an in vivo assay for a
direct and sensitive analysis of transcription elongation on
chromatin and in an intact nuclear structure. Importantly,
this assay takes in consideration different features of the
template that influence elongation as the length and GC
content. After validating the assay with known bona fide
transcription-elongation mutants such as spt4 and rpb9, we
analysed a number of mutants of the PAF, THSC and SAGA
complexes, the nuclear exosome, and the 30-end processing
complex CFIA. Taking advantage of this assay, we undertook
a genetic screen for putative transcription-elongation mutants
and showed that the Nup84 complex of the NPC is required
for transcription elongation. Our results, in addition to show-
ing that the G-less-based run-on assay (GLRO) assay is a
highly reliable method for the in vivo analysis of transcription
elongation, provide novel and unambiguous conclusions
about the involvement of the analysed factors in transcription
elongation and serves to define a new role for the Nup84
complex in RNAPII elongation. This strengthens the idea of a
functional relationship between nuclear export and transcrip-
tion elongation, demonstrating an impact of the NPC in
transcription elongation.
Results
A new G-less cassette-based run-on assay, GLRO, for
the direct analysis of transcription elongation in vivo
We have developed a run-on assay for transcription elonga-
tion that allows quantification of nascent mRNA directly,
without any need of hybridization or PCR amplification.
The assay is based on a set of two constructs that differ in
the length and GC content of the DNA sequence to be
transcribed. The comparative analysis of the transcription-
elongation efficiency through a long versus a short DNA
fragment is essential as long transcripts are more sensitive
to defects in elongation than short ones. We will refer to this
assay as GLRO (G-less cassette-based run-on assay). The
GLRO constructs are based on the CYCds plasmid
(Steinmetz and Brow, 2003) bearing two G-less cassettes of
262 nt and 132 nt separated by a 243-nt CYC1 fragment as
spacer sequence. This construct is transcribed from the strong
constitutive TDH3 promoter. In this plasmid, we cloned a 2-kb
fragment of the LacZ gene between the two G-less cassettes to
generate the CYC-LacZ construct. The length and high GC
content of lacZ makes transcription through this sequence
poorly efficient in mutants impairing elongation (Chavez
et al, 2000; Rondon et al, 2003). The GLRO assay was first
performed in wild-type cells transformed with the plasmid-
borne CYCds and CYC-lacZ constructs, from now on termed
GLRO-short and GLRO-long, respectively (Figure 1A). Briefly,
after in vivo labelling of the nascent mRNA in the run-on
reaction, the resulting transcripts were purified and treated
with RNase T1 to degrade all G-containing sequences, render-
ing the two G-less cassettes as two intact fragments that were
resolved by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).
Transcription-elongation efficiency was measured as the ratio
of 32P incorporated into the 132-nt-long versus the 262-nt-long
G-less cassette for each construct. We confirmed by northern
that the lacZ inserted between the two G-less cassettes in
GLRO-long is correctly transcribed in wild-type cells (data not
shown). GLRO values in the different mutants are normalized
to the corresponding wild-type levels for both the GLRO-short
and GLRO-long constructs.
To validate the GLRO assay, we measured transcription
elongation in null mutants of genes with a known role
in transcription elongation like SPT4 and RPB9. Spt4
(Spt4–Spt5/DSIF complex) is involved in RNAPII promoter-
proximal pausing and it also has a positive role in transcrip-
tion elongation as shown by 6-azauracil (6-AU) sensitivity,
northern analysis, RNAPII ChIP and in vitro transcription-
elongation assays (see Supplementary Table I; Hartzog et al,
1998; Rondon et al, 2003). Rpb9 is a non-essential subunit of
RNAPII that functions in transcription initiation and elonga-
tion and is important for transcription fidelity (Hull et al,
1995; Hemming et al, 2000; Nesser et al, 2006). Rpb9 in vivo
relevance in elongation was determined by 6-AU sensitivity
and by its ability to interact with the transcription-elongation
factor TFIIS (Awrey et al, 1997; Hemming et al, 2000).
Transcription-elongation efficiency (transcription of the sec-
ond G-less cassette versus the first one) of spt4D was 30% of
the wild type for the GLRO-long and similar to the wild type
for the GLRO-short construct (Figure 1B). This result
is consistent with the decrease in efficiency (o25% with
respect to the wild type) previously determined in vitro with
an assay based on other two G-less cassette constructs
(Rondon et al, 2003).
Next, we assayed the transcription-elongation efficiency of
rpb9D, using both the in vivo run-on systems (Figure 1B) and
the in vitro G-less assay (Supplementary Figure S1). In this
case, the rpb9D mutant reduces transcription elongation to
60–70% of the wild-type values in both the GLRO-long and
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GLRO-short systems. In addition, a reduction to 50% of the
wild-type elongation rate was also observed in vitro using
rpb9D WCEs (Supplementary Figure S1). Together, these
results indicate that the GLRO assay is sensitive enough to
detect a decrease in elongation rate.
Transcription elongation is defective in PAF mutants
The PAF complex has several roles in mRNP biogenesis from
transcription elongation to transcription termination and
30-end mRNA processing (Mueller et al, 2004; Penheiter
et al, 2005; Sheldon et al, 2005). Evidence supports a
hierarchical and specialized role for the different subunits.
It has previously been shown that ablation of any of the
PAF-subunit genes severely decreased the mRNA levels of the
long and GC-rich lacZ ORF driven from a GAL1 promoter,
whereas it did not affect transcription of short mRNAs driven
from that same promoter (Rondon et al, 2004). These data
suggest a defect in transcription elongation rather than in
Figure 1 Characterization of the G-less cassette-based run-on transcription-elongation assay (GLRO) in wild-type and spt4D and rpb9D
mutants. (A) Scheme of the tandem G-less cassette constructs used for GLRO analysis. Black rectangles represent sequences derived from CYC
30-flanking region, and the white and grey rectangles correspond to the two G-less cassettes and the 2-kb lacZ fragment, respectively. (B) GLRO
analysis of wild-type and spt4D and rpbD9 mutants transformed with the GLRO-short and GLRO-long systems. Transformants were grown in
SC-leu medium to exponential phase and run-on transcription assays were performed as described in Materials and methods. The transcription
run-on products were digested with RNase T1 and resolved in a 6% PAGE. A representative acrylamide gel is shown. For each sample, the ratio
of total counts incorporated into the distal versus the proximal G-less cassette was normalized against the ratio for the same construct in the
wild-type strain. The mean value and s.d. of three independent experiments are shown.
Transcription elongation
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initiation, otherwise the defect should have been the same for
both constructs. However, analysis of in vitro transcription
elongation indicated that only two subunits, Paf1 and Cdc73,
had a detectable function in transcription elongation (Rondon
et al, 2004). In contrast, when transcription elongation was
assessed in vivo by RNAPII distribution across a long gene, no
defect was observed in any of the PAF mutants (Mason and
Struhl, 2005). Therefore, we decided to test the effect of
different PAF mutants in the GLRO assays. The paf1D,
cdc73D and rtf1D strains showed a slight reduction in the
GLRO-short system and a stronger reduction in the
GLRO-long with levels of 50–60% of the wild type
(Figure 2). Transcription levels were also slightly reduced
the GLRO-long system in leo1D, although not as strongly as in
the other mutants. Overall, our results confirm
that, indeed, PAF has a clear role in transcription elongation
in vivo.
Differential effect of THSC mutations in transcription
elongation
THSC mutants are impaired in transcription elongation
in vivo, as determined by northern analysis of long versus
short genes and RNAPII ChIPs, but they fail to show a
significant elongation defect in vitro in contrast to other
mutants with similar in vivo effects (Gallardo et al, 2003;
Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008). Therefore, we sought to
analyse transcription in THSC mutants with the GLRO
assay. Interestingly, the sac3D and thp1D strains diminished
transcription-elongation efficiency to 50–60% of the wild-
type levels only in the GLRO-long construct, whereas sus1D
showed no decrease (Figure 3A). These results confirm that
THSC has a role in transcription elongation that is only
appreciated in vivo when transcription and mRNA export
are coupled.
Sus1 is a factor present in two protein complexes: THSC
and SAGA, a complex involved in transcription initiation of a
subset of genes (Rodriguez-Navarro et al, 2004). As previous
studies suggested that sus1D has a defect in transcription
elongation in vivo (Pascual-Garcia et al, 2008), we wanted to
confirm by other means the lack of effect shown by sus1D in
the GLRO assay. Thus, we measured RNAPII occupancy
across the pLAUR expression system that contains a 4.15-kb
lacZ-URA3 translational fusion under the tet promoter
(Figure 3B) (Jimeno et al, 2002). THSC mutants transcribe
poorly the pLAUR construct, as shown by northern (Gallardo
et al, 2003; Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008). Indeed, RNAPII
occupancy at the 30-end of lacZ gene was reduced 50% with
respect to the 50-end in thp1D, consistent with previous
in vivo data. Importantly, no reduction was observed in a
sus1D mutant. Similarly, ChIP analyses in the YLR454w gene
fused to the GAL1 promoter showed a decrease in the RNAPII
signal at the 30-end in thp1D cells but not in sus1D cells
(Figure 3B). These results differ from the small decrease in
RNAPII level reported for the YLR454w ORF, probably due to
experimental conditions (Pascual-Garcia et al, 2008). We
conclude that Sus1, even though it is recruited along the
ORF of genes in a transcription-dependent manner (Pascual-
Garcia et al, 2008), does not significantly affect transcription
elongation.
SAGA mutations that impair transcription elongation
SAGA is a well-known transcription initiation factor with a
possible role in elongation as several of its components are
recruited along the genes (Govind et al, 2005, 2007). In order
to explore this possibility, we decided to extend our analyses
to some SAGA mutants, such as gcn5D, spt20D and sgf73D
(Figure 4A). Gcn5 is an acetyltransferase, Spt20 has a role in
the structural integrity of SAGA and Sgf73 is a subunit of the
histone-deubiquitinating module that interacts with THSC
(Candau et al, 1997; Grant et al, 1997; Kohler et al, 2008).
Mutations in these factors did not substantially affect GLRO-
short transcription with the exception of spt20D. However, in
the GLRO-long construct we appreciated a decrease of the
elongation rate in the three mutants (Figure 4A). These data
are in agreement with the reduced RNAPII occupancy at the
30-end of specific genes in gcn5 and spt20 mutants (Govind
et al, 2005; Gaillard et al, 2009), and with the low efficiency
of spt20D to transcribe in vitro the two G-less cassette system
(o60% with respect to the wild type) (Gaillard et al, 2009).
In summary, these results support the view of SAGA as
a histone-modification complex implicated in transcription
initiation and also in transcription elongation. It remains to
be seen whether these subunits influence elongation as part
of SAGA or independently.
Figure 2 GLRO analysis of PAF mutants. Wild-type (BY4741),
paf1D, rtf1D, cdc73D and leo1D isogenic strains were transformed
with the GLRO-short and GLRO-long constructs and transcription
run-on assays were performed. A representative assay is shown.
The mean value and s.d. of three independent experiments are
shown. Other details are as in Figure 1.
Transcription elongation
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Transcription elongation diminishes in mutants of
nuclear exosome components or 30-end processing
factors
Finally, we determined with the GLRO assay the transcrip-
tion-elongation efficiency of mutants with previously shown
in vivo and in vitro elongation defects, which were particu-
larly intriguing given their known role in different mRNA
metabolism steps. In particular, we analysed the implication
of 30-end mRNA processing and termination factors Rna14
and Rna15 and the nuclear exosome component Rrp6.
In these three mutants, the transcription-elongation rate
was notably diminished to 40–50% of the wild-type level in
the GLRO-long assay, whereas no difference was observed in
the GLRO-short assay (Figure 4B). These results are consis-
tent with the decrease in the RNAPII occupancy observed by
ChIP analysis and with the defect on transcription elongation
reported in vitro with the two G-less assay (Luna et al, 2005).
Therefore, the GLRO assays unambiguously identify CFIA
and the nuclear exosome component Rrp6 as two factors
that confer high efficiency of transcription elongation in vivo.
The fact that the effect is only observed in the GLRO-long
system suggests that the activity of these factors is only
relevant in a late elongation stage as it seems to be the case
also for Spt4 and THSC.
A novel role for the Nup84 complex in transcription
elongation
As mentioned above, transcription through the bacterial lacZ
gene in yeast is especially sensitive to mutations in elonga-
tion factors. Thus, mutations in several of the complexes
required for elongation, as stated by the GLRO assay, also
diminished lacZ mRNA accumulation in northern assays
(Luna et al, 2005). Having developed the new GLRO assay
as a sensitive method to assess the in vivo transcription-
elongation efficiency, we sought to perform a genetic screen
to identify new factors required for transcription elongation.
By employing a Tn3 deletion library (Burns et al, 1994), we
mutated a strain with a GAL1p::LacZ fusion integrated in
Chromosome V and searched for a decrease in b-galactosi-
dase (b-gal) activity. In all, 6160 colonies were screened by
Figure 3 Analysis of transcription elongation in THSC. (A) GLRO analysis of THSC mutants. Transcription run-on assays of thp1D, sac3D,
sus1D, mutants carrying the plasmids GLRO-short and GLRO-long. (B) RNAPII occupancy in sus1D mutant. ChIP analyses in wild-type
(BY4741), thp1D and sus1D strains transformed with the pLAUR expression system. ChIP analyses in wild-type, thp1D and sus1D strains
carrying the GAL1p::YLR454w fusion construct located at the endogenous YLR454w chromosomal locus. The scheme of the gene and the PCR-
amplified fragments are shown. Numbers indicate the primer position respect to the first ATG of the gene. The sequence is provided in
Supplementary Table II. The DNA ratios between the 50 and 30 regions were calculated from their signal relative to the signal of the intergenic
region. The recruitment data shown refer to the value of the 50 region normalized to 100%. ChIPs were performed from three independent
cultures, and quantitative PCRs were repeated three times for each culture.
Transcription elongation
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b-gal colony colour assay. After several selection steps that
included quantification of b-gal activity, only three mutants
unambiguously reduced the b-gal activity to 40% the wild-
type level. However, in only one of the mutants, the reduction
of b-gal co-segregated with the Tn3 marker and, therefore,
was genetically linked to the Tn3 insertion. This low yield of
candidates may be due to both a low genomic representation
in the library used and, above all, the poor sensitivity of the
b-gal colony colour assay, in contrast to northern analysis, to
detect a decrease in lacZ transcription. Cloning and sequen-
cing of the candidate revealed that the Tn3 transposon
was inserted at the NUP84 promoter, disrupting its
activity. Therefore, we continued the analysis with a
nup84D strain.
For further genetic evidence of the Nup84 involvement in
RNAPII elongation in vivo we searched for possible genetic
interactions of Nup84 with other factors implicated in elon-
gation. As can be seen in Figure 5A, the double mutants
nup84D dst1D and nup84D spt4D are viable in contrast to the
double mutants nup84D sac3D consistent with non-overlap-
ping roles of the Nup84 and THSC complexes in mRNA
export. However, nup84D dst1D and nup84D spt4D increased
the sensitivity to mycophenolic acid (MPA), a drug that
compromises transcription elongation, with respect to the
single mutants (Figure 5B). These results are, therefore,
consistent with a role of Nup84 in RNAPII transcription
elongation in vivo.
To obtain molecular evidence of the Nup84 effect in
transcription elongation, we first confirmed by northern
analysis that lacZ transcription was reduced in a nup84D
mutant (data not shown). Then, we determined by ChIP the
RNAPII levels at the pLAUR system. As expected, the ob-
served decrease in lacZ mRNA correlates with a reduction in
RNAPII occupancy at the 30-end of the pLAUR system versus
the 50-end (Figure 6A), indicating that Nup84 contributes to
RNAPII transcription elongation through the bacterial lacZ
gene. Similar results were obtained in the endogenous
HSP104 gene and the GLRO-long system, indicating that the
effect in elongation is not sequence specific (Figure 6B and
C). The reduction of RNAPII occupancy observed at the
30-end region of HSP104 in the nup84D mutant was as severe
as in the spt4D or thp1D (50%) while in the GLRO-long
Figure 4 GLRO analysis of mutants of the SAGA, nuclear exosome and 30-end processing factors. (A) GLRO analysis of SAGA mutants.
Transcription run-on assays of wild-type, sgf73D, gcn5D and spt20D strains carrying GLRO-short and GLRO-long plasmids are shown. (B) GLRO
analysis of nuclear exosome and 30-end processing mutants. rrp6D, rna14-1, rna15-1, and a isogenic wild-type strain were transformed with the
GLRO-short and GLRO-long plasmids and transcription run-on assays were performed. A representative assay is shown. The mean value and
s.d. of three independent experiments are shown. Other details are as in Figure 1.
Transcription elongation
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system it was less pronounced (70%) (Figure 6B and C).
Altogether the RNAPII distribution analysis is consistent with
a general defect in transcription elongation.
Next, we took advantage of the newly developed GLRO
assay to directly determine the impact of nup84D in tran-
scription elongation. As can be seen in Figure 7A, nup84D
deletion affects elongation through the GLRO-long construct
although to a lesser extent than mutations in PAF, THSC or
Spt4 (70% the wild-type level in nup84D and 30–50% in PAF,
THSC or Spt4 mutants). These results are consistent with
RNAPII ChIP analysis in the GLRO-long construct, confirming
once more the reliability and high sensitivity of this assay.
Nup84 is a structural component of the NPC that together
with Nup85, Nup120, Nup133, Nup145C, Sec13 and Seh1
forms the Nup84 complex (Strambio-De-Castillia et al, 2010).
To assay whether RNAPII elongation requires the integrity of
this complex or the whole NPC, we tested the effect on
elongation caused by ablation of Nup133, a member of the
Nup84 complex, and Nup60, which does not belong to this
complex. Figure 7A shows that similarly to nup84D, the
elongation rate in the nup133D mutant decreased to 70% of
the wild-type value only in the GLRO-long system. In con-
trast, nup60D showed no significant effect on transcription
elongation. We conclude, therefore, that disruption of the
Nup84 complex specifically hinders transcription elongation.
Finally, we assayed whether the effect of nup84D on
transcription is seen only in vivo, in conditions in which
transcription is coupled to mRNA export in the presence of
functional NPCs, or whether it might also be observed in
WCEs in which the nuclear envelope has been disrupted. As
can be seen in Figure 7B, Nup84 is not required for RNAPII
transcription elongation in vitro. This result is, therefore,
similar to that previously obtained with THSC mutants,
which are also affected in mRNA export, with a clear effect
in transcription elongation in vivo but not in vitro (Figure 3A)
(Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008). Overall, these data support a
role of the Nup84 complex in transcription elongation that is
linked to its role in mRNA export at the NPC.
Discussion
In this study, we report a new role of the Nup84 complex in
transcription elongation and revisit the implications of PAF,
THSC/TREX-2, SAGA, Rrp6 and CFIA in this process. First,
we developed a novel in vivo GLRO assay that directly
measures RNAPII-elongation capacity. With this system, we
tested the effect of different mutations in complexes pre-
viously connected to transcription elongation. We determined
that PAF, THSC/TREX-2, SAGA, the exosome component
Rrp6 and two subunits of CFIA (Rna14 and Rna15) are
required for efficient elongation. Second, we demonstrated
that the structural component of the nuclear pore, the Nup84
complex, promotes RNAPII elongation.
It is intuitive that the longer a sequence is the highest the
chances are of RNAPII encountering difficulties to proceed.
Indeed, we have previously noticed that RNAPII elongation
through a long gene is more demanding than through a short
one (Chavez et al, 2001). Moreover, the intrinsic character-
istics of some sequences, like the bacterial lacZ gene with a
high GC content and a diffuse chromatin positioning (Chavez
et al, 2001), makes it more difficult for RNAPII to elongate
through it. This feature made lacZ an excellent reporter to
assess RNAPII ability to elongate (Rondon et al, 2003). In this
study, we inserted the lacZ sequence between two G-less
cassettes to generate a reporter highly sensitive to elongation
defects (GLRO-long). Thus, in a mutant of a bona fide
elongation factor like Spt4, transcription is not affected in
the GLRO-short system, with a transcriptional unit of o1 kb,
but it is affected in the 3-kb transcriptional unit of the GLRO-
long system that includes the lacZ sequence. This is also the
case for mutations in factors with a known role in mRNA
processing, export or surveillance as THSC, CFIA, Rrp6 and
the Nup84 complex. Conversely, ablation of the non-essential
Rpb9 subunit of RNAPII or the Spt20 subunit of SAGA
diminished elongation efficiency in both systems but to a
lesser extent than spt4D. This indicates that, according to our
assays, Rpb9 and Spt20 have an active and positive role in
transcription elongation along the entire ORF length. On the
contrary, Spt4, THSC, CFIA, Rrp6 and Nup84 exert their
elongation role only at promoter distal regions, suggesting
that at least two different functional stages exist during
transcription elongation. Other factors analysed, the Gcn5
and Sgf73 components of SAGA and Paf1, Rtf1 and Cdc73
subunits of PAF complex, would belong to an intermediate
class with a mild effect in the GLRO-short system that is
exacerbated in the GLRO-long construct. The existence of
different classes of transcription-elongation defects opens
new questions to our understanding of transcription-elonga-
tion phases that would need further investigation.
There are two main causes for which transcription elonga-
tion through the GLRO-long system could be more sensitive
than through the GLRO-short system. First, the length of the
DNA to be transcribed, because the torsional stress generated
by the advance of the RNAPII is higher in long versus short
genes. This increases the levels of superhelicity ahead of the
RNAPII inhibiting its progression (Wang, 2002). Second, the
length of the nascent RNA molecule, which makes elongation
Figure 5 Genetic interactions of Nup84 with transcription-elonga-
tion and mRNA export factors. (A) Tetrad analyses of different
crosses between nup84D and dst1D, spt4D and sac3D strains.
Circles indicate the positions of the double mutants. Only the
double nup84D sac3D are inviable. (B) Micophenolic acid (MPA)
sensitivity of nup84D, dst1D and spt4D single and double mutants
as determined by 10-fold serial dilutions on SC plates containing the
indicated concentrations of MPA.
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more dependent of particular RNA binding and processing
factors (Luna et al, 2008). A long pre-mRNA molecule may
demand a large amount of such factors, whereas short pre-
mRNAs required less so that their impact in elongation may
be either lower or non-detectable. Other elements that may
increase sensitivity to transcriptional defects in the GLRO-
long system are the GC content and the chromatin structure.
Thus, the high GC content of lacZ may harden progression of
the RNAPII due to a larger energy requirement to open the
two strands at the RNAPII active site. In addition, the
different chromatin structure of lacZ could also influence
elongation enhancing the defects caused by the mutations
assayed. Finally, the possibility that the GLRO-long construct
may have sequence or nucleosome-dependent transcriptional
pausing sites more difficult to be traversed by the RNAPII
cannot be discarded. In any case, it is worth noticing that we
obtained similar results with a GLRO-long construct contain-
ing the yeast YAT1 gene instead of lacZ (data not shown),
implying that our results are not DNA sequence specific.
Therefore, it is clear that the GLRO-long construct provides a
highly sensitive assay for the analysis of transcription
elongation. We postulate that the role of the factors showing
a defect in this assay is to add ‘processivity’ to the transcrip-
tion machinery.
Transcription elongation has been extensively studied dur-
ing the last decade through genetic, biochemical and mole-
cular integrated approaches (see Supplementary Table I; Selth
et al, 2010). Hypersensitivity to drugs that diminish the
nucleotide pools such as 6-AU and MPA has been used as a
first indication that a protein could participate in transcrip-
tion elongation (Hampsey, 1997; Riles et al, 2004). In the
yeast S. cerevisiae, this relationship can be strengthened by
determining a synergistic effect with mutations in known
transcription-elongation factors, such as the TFIIS mutation
dst1D (Lennon et al, 1998). At the biochemical level, isolation
of proteins interacting with RNAPII helped identify new
elongation factors (Otero et al, 1999; Krogan et al, 2002).
At the molecular level, physical interaction with chromatin
together with changes in RNAPII profile constitutes a reliable
body of results pointing to a role in transcription elongation
in vivo (Ahn et al, 2004; Kim et al, 2004). However, the
implication of some protein complexes such as PAF or THSC
remained controversial as different assays yielded contra-
dictory results (see Supplementary Table I). Thus, PAF com-
plex co-localization with RNAPII across the genome together
with its physical and genetic interactions with known elonga-
tion factors such as Spt4–Spt5 and Spt16–Pob3 suggested a
role in elongation (Krogan et al, 2002; Squazzo et al, 2002;
Figure 6 RNAPII distribution along different genes in nucleoporin mutants. (A) RNAPII ChIP analysis in the pLAUR system in the nup84D and
an isogenic wild-type strains. (B) RNAPII ChIP analysis in the HSP104 endogenous gene in the nup84D, thp1D and spt4D mutants and their
isogenic wild-type strain (C) RNAPII ChIP analysis in the GLRO-long system in the nup84D, thp1D and spt4D mutants and their isogenic wild-
type strain. Other details are as in Figure 3.
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Kim et al, 2004; Mueller et al, 2004). Indeed, PAF function in
the assembly of histone-modification enzymes (Krogan et al,
2003; Wood et al, 2003) implies that it may facilitate elonga-
tion by acting directly on chromatin. However, at least two
PAF subunits seem to promote elongation independently of
whether the DNA substrate is naked or in a chromatin state,
as indicated by in vitro experiments on naked DNA (Rondon
et al, 2004). In spite of what is in principle expected for
mutations in an elongation factor, RNAPII distribution across
a long gene in PAF mutants does not differ from the wild type
(Mason and Struhl, 2005). Similarly, mutations in the THSC
complex decrease lacZmRNA accumulation pointing to a role
in elongation that is not evident in an in vitro assay with WCE
(Gallardo et al, 2003; Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008). In this
study, we indeed ascertain that PAF and THSC integrity is
needed for processive elongation. This result is consistent
with the recent observation that human PAF complex is
required for transcription elongation in vitro (Kim et al,
2010). Therefore, we can conclude that RNAPII ChIPs and
in vitro WCE-based assays are limited in their capacity to
detect elongation defects occurring in a physiological state.
ChIP assays measures the distribution of proteins through a
gene at given times but does not provide information about
the relative activity of these proteins. On the other hand,
in vitro assays uncouple transcription and mRNA export,
limiting the capacity of this method to identify any possible
feedback effect of mRNA export on elongation. It is worth
noting that Thp1 and Sac3, the THSC/TREX-2 subunits with
the highest effect in transcription and hyperrecombination
(Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008), are the only subunits with a
clear impact on transcription elongation in vivo as deter-
mined by ChIP and the GLRO assay. Instead, Sus1, a subunit
of both the THSC and SAGA complexes (Rodriguez-Navarro
et al, 2004), although involved in transcription initiation,
does not have a significant effect in transcription elongation.
As previously proposed, we consider that any possible effect
of Sus1 in elongation may be mediated by disruption of the
THSC complex (Luna et al, 2009).
Given that pre-mRNA processing occurs co-transcription-
ally, defects in mRNP biogenesis could have a feedback in
transcription. We believe that this is the case of THSC, CFIA
and Rrp6 that work on mRNA export, 30-end processing/
termination and nuclear RNA surveillance, respectively
(Birse et al, 1998; Libri et al, 2002; Gonzalez-Aguilera et al,
2008). The nature of these feedback mechanisms is still
obscure. One possibility is that the pre-mRNA processing
Figure 7 GLRO analysis of nucleoporin mutants. (A) GLRO analysis was performed in nup84D, nup133D, nup60D and an their isogenic wild-
type strain on both the GLRO-short and GLRO-long systems. The mean value and s.d. of three independent experiments are shown. Other
details are as in Figure 1. (B) In vitro transcription-elongation assays of wild-type and nup84DWCEs. Scheme of the two G-less cassette systems
pGCYC1-402 used for the in vitro transcription-elongation assay. RNase T1 treatment of the mRNA driven from the GAL4-CYC1 promoter
renders two fragments corresponding to the two G-less cassettes. In vitro transcription assays of WCEs from BY4742, nup84D and thp1D
isogenic strains are shown. Each reaction was stopped after 40min, treated with RNaseT1, and run in a 6% PAGE. Efficiency of transcription
elongation was determined as the percentage of total transcripts that covered the 376-nt G-less cassette with respect to the transcripts that
covered the 84-nt cassette. The signal was normalized with respect to the U content of each G-less cassette (161 U residues in the long cassette
and 24 in the short one). The mean value and s.d. of at least three independent experiments are shown for WT and nup84D.
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factors that interact with RNAPII modulate its elongating
capacity. Alternatively, the defect in elongation observed in
mutants of pre-mRNA processing factors could be a side
effect of the coupling between transcription and mRNA
processing. Thus, the aberrant mRNPs generated co-tran-
scriptionally could impede RNAPII elongation via activation
of quality control mechanism that slowdown RNAPII or by
physically blocking RNAPII elongation. An example of the
latter was shown in the absence of the THO complex. The co-
transcriptional pre-mRNA produced in these mutants hybri-
dize with the template DNA originating R-loops that impair
RNAPII elongation (Huertas and Aguilera, 2003; Tous and
Aguilera, 2007). Notably, however, not all the mutations that
hinder pre-mRNA processing diminish elongation (Luna et al,
2005). Further analysis is necessary to know how the mRNP
is modified when elongation is affected and why only specific
mRNA processing and export factors have an impact on
elongation.
Since the Nup84 complex, as part of the NPC, is also
involved in mRNP export (Doye et al, 1994; Heath et al,
1995; Dockendorff et al, 1997) it may influence transcription
elongation in the same manner as other pre-mRNPs proces-
sing factors. Indeed, the Nup84 complex directly interacts
with the mRNA exporter Mex67–Mtr2 (Yao et al, 2008) that is
also needed for efficient transcription elongation (Jimeno
et al, 2002). Besides, gene migration to the NPC during
transcription opens the possibility of nucleoporins being
directly implicated in this process (Brickner and Walter,
2004; Casolari et al, 2004; Cabal et al, 2006). Interestingly,
all Nup84 complex components but Seh1 activate transcrip-
tion when fused to a DNA-binding domain (Menon et al,
2005). This seems to be a conserved feature as the fusion of
human NUP98 to the PMX1 homeobox activates transcription
of several genes in some leukaemia patients (Hirose et al,
2008). Moreover, Drosophila Nup98, Nup62, Nup50, Sec13
and some nucleoporins containing Phe-Gly repeats associate
with long chromosomal regions in polytene chromosomes co-
localizing with RNAPII and active chromatin marks.
Knocking down these nucleoporins affect expression of the
genes contained in these regions (Capelson et al, 2010;
Kalverda et al, 2010). Importantly, the interaction between
these nucleoporins and active chromatin take place in the
nucleoplasm far from the NPC (Kalverda et al, 2010).
However, the lack of a defect in transcription elongation
observed in nup84D WCE clearly indicates that Nup84 does
not function in RNAPII elongation in the absence of an intact
nuclear envelope. Our data suggest that the Nup84 complex
has a positive role in transcription elongation as part of a
functional NPC, consistent with the coupling between
transcription and mRNA export (Rodriguez-Navarro and
Hurt, 2011).
In summary, this study validates a novel and highly
efficient method for the analysis of transcription elongation
in vivo, clarifying some of the controversial effects on
elongation previously reported for particular protein factors,
such as different subunits of THSC or PAF. Furthermore, this
study indicates that RNAPII elongation depends not only on
bona fide transcription-elongation factors that may diminish
RNAPII pausing and facilitate its progression through
chromatin but also on specific factors with a main role in
processing and export of the nascent mRNP. Importantly,
we found that the Nup84 complex has a transcriptional-
elongation role linked to its function in RNA export. Further
work is needed to determine the mechanisms by which these
factors can modulate RNAPII elongation, but our work un-
ambiguously uncovers a link between mRNA processing and
export functions and transcription elongation.
Materials and methods
Strains and plasmids
Yeast strains used were wild-type W303-1A (R Rothstein, Columbia,
NY) and its isogenic mutants rna14-1 and rna15-1 (F Lacroute);
wild-type YPH499 and its isogenic mutant YVV9 (rpb9D::HIS3) (Van
Mullem et al, 2002) and wild-type BY4741 and its isogenic mutants
dst1D (Y04411), spt4D (Y06986), cdc73D (Y05326), leo1D (Y02379),
paf1D (Y05727), rtf1D (Y04611), rrp6D (Y01777), gcn5D ( Y07285),
sgf73D (Y0443), spt20D (Y07390), thp1D (Y01764), sac3D (Y03517),
sus1D (YBR111w-A), nup84D (Y03813 and Y13813), nup133D
(Y05998) and nup60D (Y00407) (Euroscarf, Frankfurt, DE). dst1D
nup84D and spt4D nup84D double mutants were generated by
crossing nup84D (Y13813) with either dst1D (Y04411) or spt4D
(Y06986) in the BY4741 genetic background.
Plasmids pCM184-LAUR (Jimeno et al, 2002) and pGCYC1-402
(Rondon et al, 2003) were described previously. Plasmid pG-Leu-
CYCds for transcription run-on analysis was kindly provided by D
Brow (Steinmetz and Brow, 2003). Plasmid pCYC-LacZ (GLRO-long)
was constructed by amplifying 2 kb from the lacZ gene using Pfu
polymerase and the primers lacz-Up and lacz-Down (sequence
indicated in Supplementary Table II). This fragment was cloned into
pG-Leu-CYCds digested with XhoI after filling with Klenow
fragment.
In vivo GLRO assays of transcription elongation
Wild-type and mutants strains harbouring G-less cassette plasmids,
pG-Leu-CYCds (GLRO-short) or pCYC-LacZ (GLRO-long), were
grown to an OD600 of 0.5 in SC-Leu at 301C. Transcription run-on
assays were carried out as previously described (Steinmetz and
Brow, 2003). Dried gels were analysed with a Phosphorimager
(FujiFLA5100) using ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics).
For each sample, the ratio of total counts in the 132-nt band divided
by total counts in the 262-nt band was determined and corrected
with the U content (40 U residues in the short cassette and 102 U in
the long one).
In vitro transcription-elongation assays
WCEs were prepared from yeast cells grown in YEPD at 301C to an
OD600 of 1. In vitro transcription was performed on pGCYC1-402 as
described in Rondon et al (2003) with the modifications introduced
by Mariconti et al (2010).
ChIP of RNAPII
For ChIP experiments with the GAL1p::YLR454w fusion (Mason and
Struhl, 2005), strains were grown in synthetic complete medium
lacking tryptophan (SC-trp) with 2% glycerol–2% lactate to an
OD660 0.5 and transcription was activated adding 2% galactose.
Samples were taken after 4 h in galactose and ChIP assays were
performed as described (Gonzalez-Aguilera et al, 2008). For ChIP
experiments with pLAUR and the GRLO-long system, yeast cells
were grown in selective SC-trp or SC-leu at 301C to an OD600 of 0.5.
For ChIP in the HSP104 gene, the strains were grown in yeast
extract-peptone-dextrose (YPD) at 301C to an OD600 of 0.5 and heat
shocked by the addition of the appropriate volume of warm media
followed by incubation at 371C for 30min. Immunoprecipitations
were performed with monoclonal anti-Rpb1-CTD antibody 8WG16
(Berkeley antibody company) and Dynabeads Protein A (Invitro-
gen). The relative abundance of each DNA fragment was calculated
normalizing IP/input ratios as described previously (Gonzalez-
Aguilera et al, 2008). In all cases, ChIPs were performed from three
independent cultures, and quantitative PCRs were repeated three
times for each culture. The primers used are shown in Supplemental
Table II.
Transposon-mediated mutagenesis screening
The haploid strain W303NK (GAL1p::lacZ integrated in the URA3
locus in W303-1A) was transformed with the transposon-mutagen-
ized yeast genome library containing the Tn3::LEU2::lacZ construct
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(Burns et al, 1994). lacZ transcription was initially assayed adding
top agar with X-gal to the plates (0.5% low-melting agarose in
0.25M phosphate buffer, 1% SDS with 1.2mg/ml X-gal).
b-Galactosidase activity was quantified in the white candidates as
described (Chavez and Aguilera, 1997). Genomic DNA from the
candidate was digested with EcoRVor ClaI, ligated and amplified by
PCR using a primer place at 50-end of the left arm of Tn3. PCR
products were in sequence to determine Tn3 insertion point.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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